NAME TAG ACTIVITY – PART 1

1. Fold a standard sheet of paper the long way (i.e., like a hotdog bun).
2. Write your preferred name in large bubble letters using a marker.

   *Your name should be visible from across the room.*

3. Add the year (2022) in the lower right corner.
4. Add a picture or two of things that represent who you are.

   *E.g., if you play football, draw a football. If you are artistic, add a paintbrush. If you’re a gamer, draw a controller.*

5. At the top, write a word that describes you (e.g., “funny”, “hunter”, etc.).
6. Finally, add a border, fill in the corners, or add some kind of design.
NAME TAG ACTIVITY – PART 2

1. Work with the person sitting closest to you (if there is an odd number of students, we may need a single group of 3).

2. Introduce yourselves to each other.

3. Explain all of the aspects of your name tag and why you chose to include them.

4. Be prepared to introduce each other to the rest of the class (e.g., Person A will introduce Person B to the class). *As others are introducing their partners, please be courteous and listen attentively.*

5. At the end, we’ll take a class picture with our nametags.
THINGS TO KNOW

• Everything is one the website! – www.DrKohn.org
• Grading: 45% labwork, 55% summative assessments.
  • Labwork grade – Lab Mastery Checks (after Part 3)
  • Retake policy – see me during L&L A
• Available during L&L A on Days 1-3.
• Daily Objectives – see SmartBoard
• Expectations –
  • Eating/Drinks
  • Tech Use (Chromebooks, Games, Earbuds)
  • Bathroom/Hall Passes
  • General Classroom (Be Safe, Be Respectful, Support Learning)